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has been very, very

t period of time it’s
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hits which allowed us

CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Good afternoon,

everyone. I’m State Senator Jeff Klein, the

chair of the Task Force on Government

Efficiency. I’d like to introduce our task

force members.

First, Senator Diane Savino. We have

chief ofwho’s Tom Morahan’swith us Jason,

staff, sitting in for him today. Senator

Brian Foley. Senator David Valesky.

Senator Craig Johnson. Senator Betty

Little. And Senator George Maziarz.

I want to thank everyone for coming

today. This is the third hearing that the

task force has had. And the way it’s worked

is we release a report and then contact the
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1 to follow up and I think do meaningful

2 investigations which we’re going to talk

3 about with the Commissioner of

4 Transportation today.

S As I said, the purpose of this task

6 force is really to sort of change the

7 dynamics in the way we do our work here in

8 Albany. You know, we hear time and time

9 again “doing more with less.” But I think

10 the goal of this task force is really doing

11 more with less and protecting the taxpayers’

12 money.

13 I think one of the things we find time

14 and time again is we really have to stop

15 giving state agencies a blank check.

16 There’s a tremendous of amount of

17 overspending, a tremendous amount of waste

18 that we’ve been able to find in a very short

19 period of time, and I think we can do a

20 better job. And I know our state workers

21 around the State of New York work very hard

22 each and every day. But I think we really

23 need to change things where we can make

24 government more efficient and at the same
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1 time give the taxpayer a better bang for

2 their buck.

3 So without any further waiting, I want

4 to move forward -- I’m sorry, we’ve also

5 been joined by Senator Darrel Aubertine and

6 Senator Andrea Stewart-Cousins.

7 The first individuals here to testify

8 today -- I know he brought some friends with

9 him -- Tom Comanzo, who’s the vice president

10 of the Public Employees Federation.

11 Thank you for coming here today, Tom.

12 PEF V.P. COMANZQ: You’re welcome,

13 Jeff. Thank you.

14 First I want to thank the committee for

15 allowing us to speak today. As Jeff said,

16 my name is Tom Comanzo. I’m a vice

17 president of the 58,000-member New York

18 State Public Employees Federation. We

19 represent the professional, scientific, and

20 technical employees of New York State,

21 including 4,000 members of the Department of

22 Transportation.

23 And with me today is Lou Ferrone, who

24 is the labor/management chair for the
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Department of Transportation, and Sue Stepp,

2 who’s an executive board member of PEF for

3 the Department of Transportation.

4 Over the last 20 years we’ve seen the

5 writing on the wall regarding spending at

6 the Department of Transportation. Millions

7 of dollars are being wasted on an annual

8 basis. In fact, the number is more than

9 $84 million. Most of the wasteful spending

10 is due to the excessive use of consultants

11 for engineering and construction inspection.

12 According to the Governor’s Task Force on

13 Personal Services Contracting, DOT contracts

14 out about 60 percent of its engineering

15 work.

16 We have been pointing to the waste at

17 DOT for 20 years. And it’s not just PEF’s

18 opinion, these claims have been

19 substantiated by others. Two separate

20 studies by the Office of the State

21 Comptroller, one going back as far as

22 Republican Ned Regan and another under

23 Democrat Carl McCall, plus DOT’s own

24 consulting study by the firm of KPMG, which
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1 was originally commissioned to refute the

2 comptroller audits, and our PEF studies,

3 based on information revealed under the

4 contract disclosure law, and now your Senate

5 task force study, all draw the same

6 conclusion: DOT wastes millions of dollars

7 on consultants.

8 We’re pleased to see that the Task

9 Force on Government Efficiency has also

10 taken up this issue.

11 The key point here is this. Virtually

12 everyone who has seriously studied this

13 issue agrees that substantial savings could

14 be achieved. So why isn’t this happening?

15 Other agencies have managed to reduce their

16 dependence on consultants. The Insurance

17 Department, for example, cut its consultant

18 spending by $62 million in one year. OcFS

19 saved nearly $40 million.

20 At DOT, consultant use has gone up.

21 The number of state engineers has gone down.

22 DOT has significantly reduced its number of

23 staff engineers. In 1994, there were 4,301

24 state engineers in DOT titles. Today DOT
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1 has 1,073 fewer engineers. Meanwhile, the

2 Department hires consultants which cost up

3 to 85 percent more than similarly skilled

4 state engineers.

5 On average, DOT engineers, including

6 benefits, cost $50.11 an hour. Comparable

7 private consultant engineers cost at least

8 $82.10 an hour. That’s a $30 an hour

9 difference. We estimate that DOT can save

10 between $55.6 million and $84.3 million a

11 year by having state employees do between

12 50 percent and 90 percent of the work

13 currently done by more expensive

14 consultants.

15 The Senate Task Force report found that

16 if DOT only realized 30 percent of our

17 high-end savings estimate, they could save

18 $24.1 million in engineering supervision

19 costs, $10 million in construction

20 inspection costs, and $3.4 million in bridge

21 inspector costs.

22 Yet in the face of all the research,

23 with a $9.2 billion budget deficit and with

24 the Governor threatening to furlough our
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CHAIRMAN KLEIN:
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y of your questions.

Thank you very much,

testifying

y about the

study that PEF put out as far as the ways we

can save money by not contracting out

government services, but actually have it

done by state employees. What would be the

cost savings to the state as far as the cost

savings, I guess, on a yearly basis?

PEF V.P. COMANZO: We also have a

study that shows if -- not just in DOT --

but if we reduced the use of consultants and

not eliminate them, but just reduce the use,
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1 in three years $700 million could be saved.

2 So, you know, we’re talking about

3 serious money here. And especially in these

4 tough financial times, methods like that

5 make it very sensible to implement these

6 measures. And if you remember from our “Go

7 Public” campaign a few years ago, as we like

8 to say, we do it better and we do it

9 cheaper.

10 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: I guess to follow up

11 on that, one of the things that we found in

12 our most recent report on the Department of

13 Transportation -- and, you know, it’s not a

14 major cost savings, but still -- is that the

15 State of New York presently contracts out

16 for the service of deer carcass removal. Is

17 there any idea why that service would be

18 contracted out and not done by a State DOT

19 worker with a pickup truck?

20 SENATOR AUBERTINE: I’m sorry, I

21 didn’t hear that.

22 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Deer carcass

23 removal. They contract out to about five or

24 six different companies that don’t seem to
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1 have any special expertise in the service of

2 deer carcass removal. But yet it’s being

3 done, and we spend probably about a million

4 dollars a year on it.

5 MR. FERRONE: The people that did

6 that work for the Department of

7 Transportation in the past were CSEA

8 employees. And since their ranks have also

9 been decimated, they’ve been contracting out

10 to various agencies.

11 I know in our Syracuse region, Senator

12 Valesky, that many times when a citizen

13 calls for a carcass, deer carcass on the

14 side of the road, the firm that was handling

15 the contract in the Syracuse area was out of

16 Pennsylvania. So it would tend to take them

17 some time to come up from Pennsylvania to

18 remove the carcasses.

19 We would have, in the past, our CSEA

20 employees would be called at home, they

21 would come out, get a little bit of overtime

22 and move the carcass and dispose of it. It

23 is definitely more cost-effective to do that

24 in-house. And also a better service for the
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1 Thank you, Tom, for your testimony.

2 As I was listening to you, I noticed

3 that as you stated in your testimony in 1994

4 there were 4,301 state engineers in DOT

5 titles, and as of today the ranks of DOT

6 engineers has dropped by about 1,073. You

7 also indicate the difference in the salary,

S which includes the benefits.

9 PEF V.P. COMANZO: Yes.

10 SENATOR SAVINO: Because oftentimes

11 when we raise the issue of doing things

12 cheaper in-house, the response is that it’s

13 only cheaper if you don’t count in the cost

14 of benefits, the health insurance benefits

15 that are provided to state employees as well

16 as pension benefits. But your analysis

17 shows that even with the benefits, there’s

18 still a $30 difference.

19 PEF V.P. COMANZO: Yes, we’re still

20 quite a bit cheaper.

21 SENATOR SAVINO: The title of

22 engineer, is that a competitive class

23 position?

24 PEF V.P. COMANZO: Yes.
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1 SENATOR SAVINO: Has there been any

2 attempt to hold an exam for that title in

3 recent years?

4 MR. FERRONE: 1111 speak on that.

5 Most of our engineering people come

6 from four-year schools such as Clarkson.

7 Okay? And actually the DOT has recognized

8 most recently; as we, PEF has recognized

9 that there was a problem for recruitment and

10 retention for people with four-year degrees.

11 So thereTs movement on the Department to

12 upgrade that title to get more people to

13 come in.

14 So you’ve asked the question is there a

15 test. All tests have been atopped right now

16 for DOT for incoming engineering students.

17 SENATOR SAVINO: How did they

18 determine -- what led to the recruitment and

19 retention issue in the title?

20 MR. FERRONE: Recruitment and

21 retention, what led them to do that? Well,

22 they had difficulty hiring people. And at

23 that time also we started to hire people

24 with engineering degrees from other
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countries, such as maybe Africa or the

Middle East, et cetera.

And therein lay a problem, because what

had to happen is when we did hire them,

their college, by the state education board,

had to be approved, and then they had to go

through and take the proper tests, et

cetera.

So that in fact shows that you couldn’t

even hire people from our country because

the pay rates were not high enough and they

were going to consulting firms at that time.

SENATOR SAVINO: What’s the starting

salary for an engineer?

MR. FERRONE: I would say, off the

top of my head, I think around $35,000.

SENATOR SAVINO: Thirty-five

thousand. And after -- obviously there are

promotional opportunities that come with

grade increases?

MR. FERRONE: Yes. Yes.

One of the things with the junior

engineer, they would come in as what we call

a Grade 16, at say $35,000. Then after a

1
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1 year they’re required to pass the first part

2 of their PE. And then if they achieve that

3 that first year, they would be upgraded to

4 Grade 20, which would be maybe $10,000 more.

S I don’t know without having the salary scale

6 in front of me.

7 That’s how the process worked in the

8 past. Right now, everything obviously is

9 stopped.

10 SENATOR SAVINO: And do you know, the

11 consultant engineers that are engaged by the

12 Department of Transportation, what do they

13 earn, on average?

14 MR. FERRONE: I don’t have those

15 figures in front of me.

16 But I do know that I’ve seen people

17 come into the Department and progress

18 through the JE ranks, through the civil

19 engineer rank, which would be where they

20 would go after they’ve got the first part of

21 their PE, get their PE, and then leave the

22 Department because they were roadblocked at

23 that point and they couldn’t progress any

24 further through promotions, so they would go
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1 progressing on that.

2 a number in the main

3 of 19, if I remember

4 were trying to -- the

5 maybe consultant posi

6 hire 19 or thereabout

7 PEF V.P. COMANZO

8 agencies, we are tryi

9 all on the same page

10 Some of the things t

11 the language is not

12 the Division of the

13 the language. So we

14 specifics on that.

15 that if there are pr

16 and our members meet

17 that theyTre eligibi

18 the promotions.

19 SENATOR SAVINO:

20 CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

21
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hat we were sure were in
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Budget is saying is in
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Thank you.

Senator Johnson.

SENATOR CRAIG JOHNSON: Good

afternoon. Is there currently a hiring

freeze in place?

PEF V.P. COMANZO: Yes.
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1 SENATOR CRAIG JOHNSON: Does that

2 hiring freeze apply to outside consultants?

3 PEF V.P. COMANZO: No. They’re also

4 not being furloughed.

5 SENATOR CRAIG JOHNSON: That was my

6 next question.

7 Do you know how many outside

8 consultants been hired by the DOT since

9 Governor Paterson announced the imposition

10 of the hiring freeze, I think it was last

11 year?

12 PEF V.P. COMANZO: I know it has

13 increased by, as we said, $9.1 million. I

14 don’t know what that would equate to the

15 number of consultant staffers that come on

16 board.

17 SENATOR CRAIG JOHNSON: Thank you.

18 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Senator Foley.

19 SENATOR FOLEY: Thank you,

20 Mr. Chairman.

21 Mr. Comanzo, I want to thank you for

22 your testimony. In listening to your

23 report, if you, particularly as it relates

24 to the overreliance on outside consulting
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1 brings me back to a time when I was chair of

2 the Public Works Committee in Suffolk

3 County. In the Department of Public Works

4 we went through the same, let’s say,

constructive review and critical review of

6 that particular department. And much of

7 what you said today here reflects the

a problems that we had found in local

9 government

10 And one of the remedies that we had

11 proposed and was in fact approved was one

12 that you’ve proposed for us to do at the

13 state level, which is requiring state

14 agencies to perform a cost-benefit analysis.

15 We have that now as part of the law in

16 suffolk County. It was a very effective way

17 in which we gave our good county workers the

18 opportunity to, in essence, bid for the job

19 if they could show through cost-benefit

20 analysis that they could do the job more

21 cost-effectively than if it was contracted

22 out.

23 I can tell you on a number of occasions

24 we were able to keep that work in-house, and
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1 the superb work was done by our county

2 workers. So having that same approach here

3 and the suggestion that you made to the

4 chair to pass similar legislation at the

S state level is one that I’m sure other

6 members will eagerly review and want to put

7 forward.

S secondly, i think there’s really a

9 connection between the increase in work and

10 the ability of the Department to recruit and

11 retain civil engineers. And when we had the

12 acting commissioner come before our

13 Transportation Committee, I know thereTs

14 been a challenge to try to recruit

15 engineers. And part of the problem has been

16 with civil service to give not only the

17 proper title but also the pay grade.

18 And again, learning from other levels

19 of civil service and other local

20 governments, one of the things that weTve

21 been able to do in the past was to in fact

22 increase the grade level, number one, and

23 also allow some hirings of more seasoned

24 engineers who, in fact, wanted to leave the
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So your thoughts are well taken, and

your testimony will in fact help us to meet

the goals of this task force and to get some

of this work moving forward.

PEF V.P. COMANZO:

SENATOR FOLEY:

Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

and then Senator Maziarz

SENATOR AUBERTINE:

Mr. Chairman.

Thank you,
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number one. Number two, it’s easier for

them to just bring consultants on board and

then oftentimes DOB and the Governor’s

office -- and it goes back from well before

the current Governor -- they don’t look at

the whole budget for a state agency.

They’ll look at personal service and

non-personal service. And they’ll be able

to say personal service is reduced by

12 percent -- but non-personal service, with

the other line that has the consultants, is

going through the roof.

So if you look at the whole state

agency budget, you’re going to see ways to

effectuate savings and reduce the use of

consultants.

SENATOR AUBERTINE: Well, that really

leads well into my next question, then.

Where else should we be directing some

attention to find savings aside from, you

know, the things that you’ve obviously

pointed out?

PEF

two-hour
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e, if you could share with the e

k force, I’m sure everyone would

erested in getting a more global
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It would be a ripple e

happen in the economy,

during these times.

The Department of Transportation does

not do work that’s not necessary out there.

As everybody on this committee I’m sure is

aware of, our infrastructure is crumbling

away. And that’s important to economic

development. So a lot of thos
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in a different fashion.

SENATOR AUBERTINE:

Thank you, Mr. Chai

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

SENATOR MAZIARZ:

Mr. Chairman. Thank

being here today.

I just have one

DOT -- I represent the

New York up in the Niag

regionally, this issue

more prevalent in the

urban regions, in

it pretty much ac

MR. FERRONE:

consultant use

fically, in the

ye in New York

ltants to inspe

‘s a variety of
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downstate, okay.

New York City area.
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ct the bridges. And
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Downstate?

Thank you.

Chairman.

Senator Little.

Thank you.

when we talk

ook at the tre

about $29 mu

st $30 million

specialty work that we don’t have expertise

in the Department. So consultants are

needed. I’m not saying eliminate all the

consultants.

So to answer your question, most of the

stuff we see is downstate.

SENATOR MAZIARZ:

MR. FERRONE: Yes.

SENATOR MAZIARZ

Thank you, Mr.

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

SENATOR LITTLE:

Tom, a question

consultants and we 1

ones. We’re talking

what we have -- almo

about the

e service

lion on

being

what the contract amount is -- and the

contracts were for two years, which are up

next month, and there’s $26 million that

hasn’t been spent yet.

So is it so large in case, you know,

every tree in the state needs to be cut or

trimmed or something? Or this doesn’t get

used. So if there were in-house people, you
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work, I assume; right?
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PEF V.P. COMANZO: I’m sorry, could

you repeat that, Betty?

SENATOR LITTLE: Well, probably I
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next

But

The C
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that money.
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and they
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24. a career. But unfortunately, that’s not the
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1 norm.

2 SENATOR LITTLE: Okay. But this also

3 is pretty seasonal, so -- or, you know, only

4 on occasion when they need --

5 PEF V.P. COMANZO: Mm-hmm.

6 SENATOR LITTLE: Okay. Thank you.

7 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Are there any other

8 questions?

9 Senator Stewart-Cousins.

10 SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: Hi. I was

11 just looking at the report. And the reasons

12 that the opponents cite for hiring the

13 consultants are the schedule constraints,

14 the lack of adequate staffing and expertise,

15 better risk management.

16 And I was just wondering, in your

17 opinion, which of those really ring true?

18 Is it the lack of expertise? Is it the lack

19 of risk management? Or is it really mostly

20 the scheduling constraints?

21 MR. FERRONE: I would say, you know,

22 when you say the lack of expertise, it’s

23 different than specialty. I think there’s

24 specialty things that consultants need to be
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used for. Okay, where we have a unique

situation where our staff is not used to

doing that type of work, where other --

maybe we have --

SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: What

percentage of the time is it?

MR. FERRONE: I have no idea.

SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: Okay.

Would you say 50 percent of the time?

MR. FERRONE: It varies, you know --

SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: It varies.

MR. FERRONE: -- depending on the

type of the bridge, I mean, or whatever.

I mean, the Senator was referring to

tree removal or tree trimming. In fact,

many years ago we had staff in-house, in

maintenance, that would trim trees.

However, if we had a large project --

maybe Route 3 through the northern par

New York they needed tree trimming --

because of the vast amount of work to be

done, you would hire a consultant.

would always have on staff to take

the smaller projects there.

say

t of

But

care

you

of
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1 We have a staff. We have expertise.

2 I’ve been with the Department 36 years and

3 worked in a variety of different areas. We

4 have expertise, we have employees that are

5 passionate about their work.

6 SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: Do you have

7 ongoing training, or not really?

8 MR. FERRONE: No. I mean, pretty

9 much everything is stuck.

10 SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: Would that

11 be helpful?

12 MR. FERRONE: I’ll have to say this.

13 Initially we were in a position to hire,

14 before this all this economic downturn and

15 stuff, and we were hiring people and it did

16 generate a lot of interest in the

17 Department. The Department instituted

18 programs for internships where people that

19 were going to maybe a two-year technical

20 school in that field, or a four-year school,

21 they were coming out more with the hopes

22 that giving them a little bit of carrot to

23 encourage to come through the Department.

24 And all of a sudden -- I mean, we all
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1 know the bottom dropped out of everything

2 now, so

3 SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: Thank you.

4 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Senator Valesky.

5 SENATOR VALESKY: Just two quick

6 questions.

7 One to follow up on Senator Maziarz’s

S question with regard to the geographic usage

9 of consultants. Are DOT’s regional

10 directors making the decisions of when to

11 use consultants and on which projects

12 consultants are used? Or are they being

13 given guidelines from the commissioner’s

14 office? And maybe this is a question that’s

15 more appropriately asked of the commissioner

16 later today. But from your perspective, how

17 are those decisions made?

18 MR. FERRONE: My perspective -- and

19 this is something that we had discussions

20 several weeks ago with our agency, and that

21 was one of my questions, was there seems to

22 be inconsistencies throughout the state.

23 We have 11 regions. My understanding

24 is many times it’s handled within the
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1 region, whether -- you know, I’m sure that

2 the regional director has to agree with

3 whatever -- we have different groups, like

4 the design group, construction group, et

5 cetera. Whatever decisions they make has to

6 be -- you know, the divisional director

7 would have to concur with that, agree with

S it, or authorize it, whatever the proper

9 words are for that.

10 SENATOR VALESKY: Second question, a

11 number of transportation projects have been

12 funded, as we all know, through federal ARRA

13 monies. Do you have any information that

14 you could share with us in regard to the

15 percentage of consultant use on the federal

16 project or projection that are being funded

17 through the federal stimulus dollars versus

18 in-house?

19 MR. FERRONE: We could provide that.

20 SENATOR VALESKY: If you could get

21 that to the task force. Thank you.

22 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Anyone else?

23 Well, thank you very much for

24 testifying today. We appreciate it.
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First let us say that we

overall that DOT has been put
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1 unenviable position of having too few

2 resources to do the job that New York

3 deserves. Our inspection and construction

4 dollars are worth far less comparatively

5 than they were years ago, and that is

6 resulting in even more overstressed

7 infrastructure that will likely see more

S closures and detours in the future as this

9 catches up with us.

10 We encourage efforts to make sure that

11 all agencies, including DOT, operate at the

12 most efficient levels. At a time when the

13 economy is weak and our state fiscal

14 situation is dire, it is even more important

15 today. Infrastructure spending, and in this

16 case transportation spending, cannot be

17 looked at in a vacuum. Many internal and

18 external factors will determine the best

19 investments and how they should be managed.

20 We have seen the aggressive approach by

21 the Public Employees Federation to eliminate

22 the use of outside professional engineers

23 •and we’re disappointed that they have chosen

24 to use outdated and biased studies that they
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1 know are patently false. In fact, many of

2 their sources are from organizations that

3 have been established solely for the purpose

4 of promoting their own efforts.

5 The only independent report prepared in

6 more than a decade shows that the use of

7 private professional engineers is at least

8 14 percent more cost-effective and, with the

9 pension obligations changing, this savings

10 is likely more than 20 percent. This report

11 was prepared by the Polytechnic University

12 of NYU and used data from the New York State

13 Department of Transportation and private

14 firms to run this comparison.

15 Further confirmation is from the Wall

16 Street Journal that in March reported on a

17 United States Department of Labor report

18 that showed from 1998 to 2008, public

19 employee compensation grew by 28.6 percent

20 while private workers’ compensation only

21 grew by 19.3 percent. The result is a

22 differential where public-sector wage and

23 benefits are 45 percent greater than the

24 comparable private-sector jobs.
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The main reasons why public employees

cost more is the lucrative benefits, and in

particular a tax-free pension, along with

fewer hours worked. The study did not look

at today’s challenging economy, and that

contrast is even starker. As construction

projects are shut down or delayed, the

related private-sector engineers go back to

their offices and don’t get paid. The

corresponding in-house employees go back to

their office and get paid regardless if they

perform any work.

Some factors that could not be tracked

but would make the savings even greater is

that private firms that employ these

engineers and their staff pay a variety of

taxes -- income taxes to the state, property

taxes to local schools and towns, and sales

tax to both the state and local governments.

If all engineering were done in-house, these

firms would lay off employees and pay far

less in taxes. As noted before, state

pensions are exempt from the income tax, so

24 in the long run the state is collecting
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utsources anywhere from 40
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Federal Highway

ointed to the level of 70 to

most efficient

millions of dollars less in income taxes

each year.

Private-sector engineers are also
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75 percent outsourced for the

use of resources.

In looking at it from an economic cycle

perspective, if you assume that the need and

demand for engineers moderates above and

below an average line, any time you have

staffing above the lowest point of need, you

will overcapacity when that demand goes

below staffing.

Please note that we do not advocate for
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1 the elimination of in-house design. There

2 needs to be some core competencies

3 maintained, and project managers need to

4 have the understanding and expertise to make

5 sure that private designers are meeting the

6 agency’s needs. We do believe that a higher

7 level of outsourcing than is currently used

8 will result in a more efficient use of state

9 resources.

10 Finally, it should also be noted that

11 New York State uses qualifications-based

12 selection, or QBS, for the selection of

13 design professionals under State Finance Law

14 l3EA. This method allows agencies to select

15 the most qualified and best firm for the

16 particular job. A recent study by Georgia

17 Tech and Colorado State University showed

18 that using QBS saved overall project dollars

19 and resulted in a faster project completion.

20 Again, thank you for this opportunity.

21 We look forward to working with you. And

22 I’ll take any questions that you may have.

23 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: I thank you for

24 testifying.
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saving money at DOT
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consultants as well

eers. But when it c

we think that when i

-- bridge inspections,

inspections -- when y

k at the need and how

to do those things, it

to hire a consultant.

then you’re done. You’

eir pension, you’re not p

overhead, and it’s a flat

When they’re no longer

longer paid.

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

questions?

SENATOR SAVINO:

working, they’re

Anyone have any

Yeah.
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1 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Senator Savino.

2 SENATOR SAVINO: Thank you, Senator

3 Klein.

4 I just want to go through your

5 testimony, because obviously there’s some

6 discrepancy with what you determine is the

7 compensation rate for an engineer as opposed

8 to what the Public Employees Federation

9 says.

10 So an engineer, entry level, would

11 start at about $35,000 and then go up a

12 grade or two. So let’s assume the average

13 is about $63 per hour. And throwing in the

14 pension benefits and the cost of public

15 employee health insurance, it adds up to

16 about $90 per hour.

17 If you look at that compared to -- I

18 think in your testimony you quoted somewhere

19 around $40 an hour for a consultant

20 engineer, or somewhere in that range. It

21 doesn’t take into consideration the amount

22 of money that’s paid to the firm, though.

23 So walk me through that. How much does the

24 firm get paid an hour as opposed to how much
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1 the state engineer.

2 Because if you do a comparison, we pay

3 you -- just say we pay your consultant firm

4 X number of dollars overall. You then

5 determine the rate of compensation to that

6 consultant engineer, who may on paper appear

7 to earn less than the state’s engineer, the

8 state employee engineer, but the truth is

9 we’re still paying more for that service

10 than we would be if they were an in-house

11 engineer. Because you have to make a profit

12 off of this, don’t you?

13 MR. McCARTHY: We do make a profit.

14 SENATOR SAVINO: Of course. This is

15 America.

16 MR. McCARTHY: And also, when we’re

17 awarded the project, the project starts and

18 ends and that’s it. There’s no more added

19 costs.

20 And with regards to a hiring freeze at

21 DOT, I just want to let you know one of our

22 engineering firms got called last week, had

23 been working on a project for a year, and

24 they said, “We’re probably going to take you
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off the project because we have 20 engineers

in Binghamton that don’t have anything to

do.” So that contract is going to be taken

away from us. Okay?

And we’re only pai

to finish. However, as

when there’s people in o

to do so, they have to p

Also, with the budget ri
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has the best engineering firms in the world.

A lot of them are headquartered in New York
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no problems with getting engineers in the

City of New York, because weTve got Polytech

Manhattan.

Upstate is a problem. In upstate, we

are losing engineers to the public sector --

county, city, towns -- because we can’t

afford to pay for those pensions and

healthcare. It’s a problem. The upstate
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1 business is a problem.

2 SENATOR SAVINO: I think we had heard

3 that earlier, that the use of consultant

4 contracts is far higher in the City of

5 New York than it is in the upstate region.

6 MR. MCCARTHY: Because the work is

7 done at night, it’s tough work, difficult

8 bridges. Ninety percent of the work

9 downstate is done by consultants.

10 And also we have been told numerous

11 times by the chief engineer at DOT -- I’m

12 going to refute the staff that we heard from

13 earlier -- 50 percent of the work is done by

14 consultants at DOT, not 60. Okay? We’ve

15 been told -- because we want a better

16 percentage. We want a bigger piece of the

17 pie.

18 Our real goal is to get more money for

19 infrastructure in the State of New York, and

20 then everybody wins. And that’s really the

21 real goal. I really don’t think we should

22 be looking at cutting money at DOT when

23 you’ve got an infrastructure that needs

24 literally hundreds of millions of dollars in
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1 investment and we’re looking to cut at DOT.

2 That’s not what we should be doing.

3 SENATOR SAVINO: Well, I don’t think

4 any of us want to take money out of

5 infrastructure investment.

6 MR. McCARTHY: Good. Good.

7 SENATOR SAVINO: I think what we’re

8 trying to determine is whether we’re getting

9 the most bang for our buck. Can we spend

10 our money more wisely? Can more of this

11 work be done in-house? As has been stated,

12 there is a role for consultants in this

13 department, there’s no doubt about it. It’s

14 whether that role has gotten too big and

15 whether we’re actually getting our money’s

16 worth on it.

17 And that’s what the purpose of this is.

18 It’s not to suggest for any one minute that

19 we could do all of the work of the State

20 Department of Transportation without some

21 consultant contracts. There’s no doubt

22 about that. ItTs just how much we have to

23 spend and whether or not we’re spending it

24 wisely.
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MR. McCARTHY:

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

testifying today.

MR. COTE: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Next, we’re very

happy to have with us today the Acting

Commissioner of the New York State

Department of Transportation, Stanley Gee.
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1 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE: Thank you,

2 Senator Klein and members of the Senate Task

3 Force on Government Efficiency, for this

4 opportunity to address the issues raised in

5 the task force report.

6 The efforts of the task force to define

7 cost savings in state agencies on behalf of

8 New York taxpayers as commendable,

9 especially in these fiscally challenging

10 times when so many of us, including those of

11 us at DOT, are trying to do more with less.

12 As we work together to try to achieve

13 savings for our taxpayers, it’s all the more

14 important that we rely on factual and

15 accurate information. Unfortunately, the

16 task force investigation and report

17 regarding the Department of Transportation

18 contained many misleading and misguided

19 statements on how our Department operates,

20 which is contrary to this goal.

21 Further, the report fails to recognize

22 the complexities involved with safely moving

23 people and goods in a state with more than

24 113,000 miles of highway, some 17,400
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1 bridges, a 4600-mile rail network, 485

2 public and private aviation facilities, and

3 more than 130 public transit operators.

4 Therefore, I am pleased to be able to set

5 the record straight.

6 Let me be perfectly clear. Safety is

7 the number-one priority of the Department,

8 and we will not compromise. As I testified

9 before the budget hearing last January, it

10 is the mission of our Department to ensure

11 that the traveling public, New Yorkers and

12 those who visit our great state, have a

13 safe, efficient, balanced and

14 environmentally sound transportation system.

15 We must be especially vigilant about

16 the safety of our children who have to rely

17 on adults to protect them from harm. The

18 services provided by DOT are comprehensive

19 and complex, and our spending is first and

20 foremost predicated on safety. It’s a

21 simple phrase, “Safety First,” but one that

22 we must be ever-vigilant is not undermined

23 by competing priorities.

24 Many of the task force report’s
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1 findings and recommendations bump up against

2 this very important issue: What price

3 should we put on safety? Senators, let me

4 ask you a question. Have you had to attend

S a funeral of an employee who was killed by

6 just doing their job? I have. And that

7 experience has had a lasting effect on me.

S In my short tenure with the Department, I

9 have done so twice. It is an experience my

10 employees and I work every day to make sure

11 I don’t have the opportunity to experience

12 again.

13 It’s not just Department employees that

14 we must work to keep safe, it is every

15 member of the traveling public. DOT has

16 serious concerns that many of the topics

17 portrayed in your report as potential cost

18 savings could, in fact, compromise the

19 safety of the millions of people living and

20 traveling in the State of New York.

21 The goal of the Department’s highway

22 safety program is to save lives, prevent

23 crashes, reduce the severity of crashes when

24 they do occur, and to protect members of the
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March 31, 2010, marked the successful

2005-2010 capital

This $18 billion program provided

evels of investment in highway,

aviation, rail, transit, port,

and pedestrian facilities throughout

te. In addition to delivering the

lion 2005-2010 capital program, the

in the state’s history, we have also

fully delivered more than $1.1

in federal economic recovery

24 funding. We have achieved these results
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Now some specific responses to the

report recommendations.

Overtime spending. The task force

acknowledged DOT’s 14 percent reduction in

overtime spending between 2008-2009 and
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2009-2010. This decrease occurred across

the board in all of our principal

functions -- maintenance, construction

inspection, bus and truck inspection, and

signal repair.

More than 70 percent of DOT’s overtime

is used for maintenance, mainly seasonal for

winter snow and ice control when we staff

two 12-hour shifts. Maintenance and

ion inspection combined account for

percent of the Department’s

Virtually all the remaining

is for field functions, including

ction and bridge maintenance.

maintenance staffing is based on

safe roadways during the winter

on so we have enough staff to fully

ens

sf0

deploy our plows during snowstorms

the winter, we lose our seasonal w

the remaining staff performs our h

maintenance activities, including

pavement repairs, tree cutting, cu

cleaning, and guide-rail repairs.

result, we have more workers when
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To meet the legislative vehicle

inspection requirements, given current
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1 staffing levels, authorized overtime is

2 essential to ensure that these vehicles are

3 inspected on the optimum schedule to ensure

4 the safety of our children traveling on

5 school buses, and adults and children

6 traveling in other vehicles requiring

7 inspection. Failure to perform inspections

8 on time would result in school districts

9 unable to transport children to school.

10 Ensuring the safety of our

11 infrastructure with minimum disruption to

12 the public is another reason for overtime

13 expenditures. Bridges are a prime example

14 of our state’s aging infrastructure. New

15 York led the nation in building new freeways

16 more than 50 years ago at the beginning of

17 the Eisenhower interstate era. That

18 leadership means our infrastructure,

19 particularly bridges built during this

20 period, is among the first in the nation to

21 age to a point where major repair and

22 replacement is becoming increasingly

23 necessary.

24 In the last five years, New York State
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1 has experienced an increase in red flags of

2 more than 200 percent on bridges. Many of

3 these flags required immediate action to

4 stabilize the situation, make temporary

S repairs and/or make a permanent repair. In

6 high-traffic-volume locations it is not only

7 critical to make the bridge safe, but it

8 needs to be done quickly to reduce the

9 negative impacts of traffic.

10 To make these critical repairs quickly

11 and minimize disruption to the public, staff

12 will work early and late in addition to

13 their normal work hours and may also need

14 work on weekends.

15 A major factor in non-snow and ice

16 overtime spending is the inability to fill

17 positions. For example, the bus safety

18 inspections staffing requirement in the

19 New York City region is 30 positions.

20 However, between attrition, training

21 requirements mand the inability to fill

22 positions in a timely fashion, the region

23 averages a bus inspection staff of 25,

24 despite the waivers granted to fill these
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DOT remains cognizant of the need to

reduce overtime, as demonstrated by our

success in reducing the use of overtime

department-wide. DOT will continue to

for ways to minimize overtime spending,

we will not compromise public safety.

Under the heading “Consultant Services

for Capital Projects and Information

Technology.” DOT uses a balanced approach

to allocating resources between state forces

and consultants to design and

construction projects as well

bridge inspection services.

expertise, workload leveling,
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24 by the Senate references studies on both
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1 sides of the discussion.

2 It is not clear that either method of

3 delivery is unequivocally less expensive

4 than the other. The most recent report by

5 NYU and Polytechnic Institute concludes that

6 the use of consultants is less expensive

7 than public workers. Conversely, the report

8 by PEF offers the opposite view. Having a

9 mix of state workers and private consultants

10 best meets our needs and those of the

11 taxpayers.

12 Today we do not have the resources to

13 produce and deliver the capital construction

14 program and to fulfill our other obligations

15 without supplementing the state workforce

16 with consultants. Increasing the state

17 workforce to the level necessary to

18 eliminate the use of engineering consultants

19 would require doubling the engineering

20 staff -- that is, adding approximately 2500

21 new employees to the Department and

22 requiring a significant amount of equipment

23 and supplies to properly utilize these

24 employees, not to mention the training
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1 required before they can become fully

2 productive.

3 clearly, this is not feasible in the

4 current budget climate, nor would it assure

5 a reduction in the cost of delivering the

6 services for which we are responsible. I

7 firmly believe in the need to retain a

a strong state workforce to assure that

9 quality is maintained and that our costs are

10 contained by producing projects and managing

11 the consultants that work on Department

12 projects.

13 In the area of information technology,

14 the Governor’s budget provides DOT 15

15 additional permanent staffing positions to

16 reduce outside consultants. This

17 in-sourcing of information technology

18 functions has resulted in the elimination of

19 19 IT contractors so far, worth an annual

20 savings of approximately $600,000.

21 This is the topic of deer carcass

22 removal and tree pruning. The presence of

23 trees and/or large dead animals on roadways

24 is dangerous and can seriously compromise
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1 against them. There are many reasons why

2 funds allocated to a contract may not be

3 spent. I’ll go into some of these reasons.

4 Anticipated or forecast needs may not

5 occur. The report specifically cites

6 hazardous tree removal and tree pruning

7 services. As previously mentioned, DOT

8 cuts, prunes and removes dead or dangerous

9 trees for safety and operational purposes

10 for example, clearing downed trees after an

11 ice storm. The usage and needs are not

12 constant and may --

13 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Commissioner, could

14 I just interrupt for a second? You know, I

15 know you have very, very lengthy testimony.

16 Is there any way we can just kind of review

17 this? Because I’m sure there’s going to be

18 questions on each and every one of the

19 points that we’re taking up, you know, in

20 our report. -

21 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE: Okay.

22 Okay.

23 SENATOR SAVINO: We all have a copy

24 of it.
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1 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE: Okay.

2 Okay. Let me --

3 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: If you can just sum

4 it up. Because again, I think, you know,

5 each and every one of the points that were

6 contained in the report that you’re

7 responding to are going to be the subject of

S questions.

9 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE: Sure.

10 Okay. I won’t go into all the reasons for

11 unfunded and expired contracts.

12 The other areas that were cited made

13 recommendations regarding the DOT

14 specifications. Just let me say we touched

15 on temporary-construction concrete barriers.

16 The reason we upgraded the barriers is

17 because they were not functioning as

18 planned. There were defective welds; we

19 wanted to correct those defective welds.

20 with regard to orange construction

21 signs, these signs have a life of three

22 years on a construction, typically, because

23 of the wear and tear. They do not last the

24 12 years that were cited in the report;
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those are normal traffic signs that are put

on the side of the roadways.

You raised some issues about night

work, savings through night work. We look

at a number of factors before we make a

decision to go to night work, and this is

made on a contract-by-contract basis, based

on engineering, cost, and environmental

factors such as worker safety, highway user

safety, congestion, productivity, quality of

work, nighttime construction noise and
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long and proud history of excellence in

delivering transportation services to the

state. We have put in place sound policies

and strategies that continue to guide our

infrastructure investments and ensure the

safety and welfare of the traveling public.

In cooperation with our partners and

stakeholders, we will continue to wisely

invest whatever level of funding is given to

us to support our state’s transportation

capital program and at the same

delivering another $1.1 billion

economic recovery funding for

transportation.
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infrastructure.

As I mentioned earlier, during fiscal

year 2009-2010 DOT reduced its overall

expenditures of state funds by more than

$170 million. I believe that there are few

state agencies that achieved an actual

spending reduction of that magnitude over

the past year while delivering a significant

time

in federal

the task force report,

reduced spending on
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overtime, and we will continue to monitor

our staffing assignments to achieve the

highest productivity possible. We will

continue to look for new approaches to

public funds as efficiently and effecti

as possible. However, these techniques

always preserve the public trust and the

safety of our states infrastructure.

The Department of Transportation stands

and willing to work with the

lature and the Governor as we

itizens with a safe and effic

portation system. Thank you

today.
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to talk

were the
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first state agency that we looked at thus

far that actually has seen a reduction in

overtime. I think it was a 12 percent

reduction in overtime. I think you said 14;

we’ve got 12 percent. But nonetheless, it’s

always good to see a reduction.

However, I just want to refer to

Exhibit A. One of the things I guess I want

to tell you in the way of background, the

task force has put forth a website which has

been up and running for a couple of weeks

now, and it’s been very, very successful in

employees go ly and

nk some prett that

und and inves

the subject

found. Thi

d 12 hours o

of, I guess

1k us through

was an indivi

hours before

havi
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wet

ng state

us I thi

urned aro
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gs that we

ou see, ha

just kind

- just wa
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over two

thin

asy

you

to -

Beca

work

on anonymous

y good tips

tigated.

of one of the

s is somebody who,

f overtime. Can

-- if you’re able

this timesheet?

dual who started

his shift began.

at 4:15 and then came in and outHe started

24 of work and kept clocking in, clocking out,
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sometimes at 15-minute intervals.

I guess my first question is, why would

he start two hours before his shift began?

where

-- why

job like

state veh

to work on

let’s say

ONER GEE:

from here,

this,

ides

a mor

9:00

Wel

but i

And I guess why is a

this person inspects

wouldn’t he be able

concrete time frame,

ACTING COMMISSI

can’t really see it

a --

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

that closer to the C

ACTING COMMISSI

bus inspector?

SENATOR SAVINO:

e

to

1,

fi

5:00?
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ommi S

ONER

you get

Is this a

what the

Gwen, can

sioner?

GEE:

He asked

That ‘ 5

position is.

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

vehicle inspector.

ACTING COMMISSIONE

well, let me talk about

have a problem reading

But our bus inspec

a state motor

Okay.

general.

R GEE:

it in

that.

t ion

cited New York

to, we have --

program --

City. As my testimony

even though those bus

you

refers
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1
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itions are critical,

in school buses -- and we have

student population in the

‘s one of the more difficult

ff. Okay?

an exemption from the freeze,

a safety position, so we’re

aff the full 30. But we average

have the most buses there. So

get all the buses inspected, we

work overtime.

I can’t comment on that specific

reason -- you know, he may be coming in to

get his -- get started early to go out to

the field. We go to the location. But he

might be loading up his truck to go out

there. And I don’t know -- you know, the

keep track of all their times. So if he

to run an errand or something like that,

know, he has to account for that.

CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Well, this person,

by the way, was the highest-paid out of all

of the motor vehicle inspectors. He made

the largest number of overtime. Actually,
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1 in 2009, this individual made $44,193 in

2 overtime, which made his salary over

3 $100,000 for 2009.

4 I guess my question, in the way of

S background on the way DOT measures overtime,

6 you know, when something like this

7 happens -- and we’ll refer you to some other

S exhibits a little later on -- is there any

9 red flag that goes up? Is there somebody on

10 a managerial level that sees a large spike

11 like this and, I guess, looks at it more

12 closely or at least investigates why it’s

13 happening and making sure that it doesn’t

14 happen again?

15 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE: Yeah.

16 Yeah. We have checks -- this person’s

17 supervisor, the supervisor of the bus

18 inspection program, that’s their

19 responsibility to look at our costs, make

20 sure our costs are indicative of that,

21 reflective of the costs of not excessive

22 use.

23 I would again say we have the most

24 number of student population, and we’re
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This

earn in

chronically understaffed there. And in

order to accomplish that, all the buses

inspected -- if we don’t inspect the buses,

you know, they can’t operate. They have to

have inspection stickers on them every six

months.

8 City

The other thing that we

and Long Island we have the

do, in New York

a

additional --

emissions t

state law,

downstate

on buses.

included in

extra compon

well as the

accomplished

the bus inspectors

ing. That is

the nine coun

that we do

1 emissions

r duties. A

The safety

el emissions

the same people

fer

s a

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

you, Commissioner, t

sample time sheet of

highway maintenance

This one was ye

person made 24 hours

Twenty-four hours in

e

i
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If I can j

o Exhibit B.

the highest-

worker.

ry strange, because

in overtime.

overtime, how does
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I mean, I assume when they’re a

maintenance worker they have to

some point.

ING COMMISSIONER GEE: Wel

I can see this happening is

5 a snowstorm, as I mentione

only

ther let

st give you a li

two 12-hour shi

when we have p

That’s our sta

that’s the most

Rather than go t

ttle background

fts during the

lowing operati

ffing pattern.

efficient way

o three shifts and hire

that third shift, we go

fts. That involves

our hours on each shift;

otal

more peopl

with two 1

overtime,

that’s ei

The only way -- I don’t know that

sure, and this is the first time I’ve

that. That could happen if we have a

and we’re short of employees, we call

worker to do a double shift that day.

normally don’t do that, but that could

double shift during a snowstorm.
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1 CHAIRMAN KLEIN: Well, a review of

2 this specific time sheet, Commissioner,

3 states that this person -- who, as I said

4 earlier, was the top overtime earner in

5 highway maintenance -- indicates a time when

6 he worked 33.5 hours straight, accruing 24

7 hours of overtime. In other instances, this

8 same employee worked 19.5-hour days,

9 followed by a 21-hour day and then a

10 15.5-hour day.

11 You mentioned earlier, you know, safety

12 is paramount at DOT. I certainly wouldn’t

13 want somebody, you know, working that many

14 hours operating a heavy vehicle and, you

15 know, ringing up that kind of overtime at

16 the taxpayers’ expense. How do you explain

17 that?

18 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE; Well, I

19 can’t explain that individual’s -- you know,

20 I don’t see what you just said on those

21 sheets. Is that the same -- what you cited,

22 is that out of that one time sheet?

23 CHAIRMAN KLEIN; Yes.

24 ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE: I can only
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see --

CHAIRMAN KLEIN:

people who are with

be honest, I have a

time sheets as well.

time.

ACTING COMMISSIONER GEE:

are concerned and we have rest

they’re operating large vehicl

can’t -- if this is a -- most

are COL-qualified, so they’re

trucks, okay, even though they

highway maintenance worker title.

You know, I don’t believe th

was driving a truck all that time

that he -- that’s how he recorded his

We are concerned about safety, but we

to have all --

CHAIRMAN KLEIN: He was certainly

working through that entire time period.

I’m going to come back to some other

questions. I just want to know if any of

the task force members have any questions

specifically on the overtime, Commissioner

you

hard

So

If some of your

can help you -- I’ll

time understanding

I’ll give you some
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1 senator Stewart-Cousins.

2 SENATOR STEWART-COUSINS: Yes, thank

3 you.

4 And congratulations on being the acting

5 commissioner. I’ve heard good things about

6 you.

7 And I always say, in times like this,

S this is really an opportunity. I think

9 certainly for you, as you are leading this

10 department, sometimes it’s good to see some

11 of these things because it gives a sense of

12 where you could direct your attention. And

13 I know you have a lot of places you could

14 direct it, but I think, you know, this would

15 be helpful.

16 I was just curious about the -- getting

17 back to the paragraph you had on the

18 non-snow and ice overtime spending and the

19 inability -- I believe that’s on page 4, the

20 second paragraph -- the inability to fill

21 positions in a timely fashion. You cite

22 that you’ve gotten waivers to fill these

23 critical positions and yet you still aren’t

24 able to do this.


